
 
 
 

Project 5: Creating an UVM Test 
100 Points 

 In this project, we will create an UVM test bench for the counter design that we’ve 
used throughout the course.  You are going to create a test by extending the provided 
uvm_test class, and we are going to connect that test to the DUT by passing an 
interface through the configuration          data  base. 

The test for the counter can be run with the run.do script, but the script assumes that 
you have accomplished three tasks: 

1. Modify the top.sv file to create an interface holding object and pass it to the 
UVM. You must also specify the number of times you want to run through 
the testing loop. 

2. Modify  the interface_holder.svh        file to define a class called 
interface_holder. 

3. Modify the counter_test.svh   file to add a build()  method to the  existing        test. 
The build method needs to access the configuration DB and pull the 
interface_holder object out of the DB. The build() method must also get a value 
for the number of loops we will execute from the DB. 

Each of these source files has comments in it that shows where to put the new code. 
The   rest of the code has already been written including the run() method in the test 
that tests the counter. 
The project can be completed using the design patterns shown in the lectures. 

 
Creating the Interface Holder 
The interface_holder    class will carry the virtual interface for the counter. Modify  the 
file interface_holder.svh  to add the correct data member and constructor. 

 
Create the Top module 
The top module stitches the interface to the device under test, puts the interface into 
the interface holder (ifh) and puts ifh    into the configuration database. 
The module is all set up with the instantiation of the interface and the DUT. You just 
need to create the always block that puts the interface-holding object into the 
configuration and calls run_test(). 

Create the counter_test   object  
The script run.do    assumes  that there is a test called counter_test: 

 

 



There is a counter_test   object defined in the file counter_test.svh. This class      extends 
the uvm_test   class. The class is complete except for the build()        method: 

 

 

The counter_test.svh file contains the instructions you need to create the build() 
method. You need to get the interface holder out of the configuration db and  set i 
equal to the interface stored in the holder. You also need to set n loops. 

 

Running the Test 
When you execute the run.do script you should see the following: 
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